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Details of Visit:

Author: crumpet
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 21 Nov 2012 11am
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07922414882

The Premises:

Modern 3rd floor flat near town centre with parking to the rear. Warm and clean. Comfortable bed
with good lighting thanks to a large skylight. Flat is used by 2 girls. I heard the other one moving
about but didn't see her. Tip for future customers...the flat door buzzer is on a plate in the middle of
the letter box array behind the entry door, i.e.you have to turn round when you face the front door
and it's behind you. I may be thick 'cos it took me ages (and another phone call) to work it out!

The Lady:

Absolutely gorgeous blonde Billie Piper lookalike. She is 36 years old and Italian with a sexy accent.
Speaks English quite well. Lovely figure, really cute breasts and fantastic shaved fanny. Very
friendly and accommodating.

The Story:

I got the details and photos from the other site and decided this was a must-do treat for me. Very
friendly welcome followed by the offer of a shower which I accepted.

Then onto the bed and some really great kissing, necking and fondling. She has sensitive nipples
which I enjoyed licking. RO and OWO was followed by a long session of 69 as I just couldn't get
enough of the sensation, and she was very appreciative of my efforts.

Then sex in missionary which was protracted and highly enjoyable for both of us before culminating
in a massive orgasm.

We then took time to chat about this and that before round 2 which was more OWO and 69 before a
long session in the scissors position but alas I couldn't make the 2nd cum despite trying really hard.
Never mind we both enjoyed the frantic work out.

Another shower and I left with a smile on my face. Catherine is highly recommended to my fellow
punters.
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